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A comprehensive menu of The Pub Leičiai from Vilnius covering all 15 courses and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about The Pub Leičiai:
cozy, quiet, old, traditional. nice service. the smell of food is ineffective, mead. heavenly. (original)

Jauku,ramu,senoviška tradiciška. malonūs aptarnavimas. maisto kvapas nerealus, midus....dangiškas read
more. What C V doesn't like about The Pub Leičiai:

To avoid, unless you like to through your money away on tinny tasteless and expensive food. What a joke we
paid 8 euros for two tiny potatoes cut in half, the soup size is the size of a glass yeah it’s all bread and no

content…. 23 to leave hungry and go straight to another restaurant. The atmosphere in ok nothing impressive,
however the staff seemed to be in a rush annoyed and tired. There are so many other places t... read more.

During a meal, a good drink is essential. In this gastropub, you not only get delicious meals from the menu but
also a comprehensive and particularly good variety of good beers and other alcoholic beverages that go well
with the food, You can also unwind at the bar with a freshly tapped beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic

drinks. Of course, we must not forget the large selection of coffee and tea specialties in this locale.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Soup�
SOUP OF THE DAY

Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Appet�er
KAMA

Soup
MUSHROOM SOUP

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
MUSHROOM

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

POTATOES

MEAT

PORK MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 11:00-00:00
Thursday 11:00-00:00
Friday 11:00-00:00
Saturday 11:00-00:00
Sunday 11:00-00:00
Monday 11:00-00:00
Tuesday 11:00-00:00
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